RELEASE FROM THE CURSE
Derek Prince

Confession:

Through the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross,
we have passed out from under the curse,
and entered into the blessing of Abraham
who God blessed in all things.

Prayer to be released from a demonic or generational Curse:

“Lord, Jesus Christ, I believe that you are the Son of God
and the only way to God, that you died on the cross for my sins,
and rose again from the dead, that on the cross you were made a curse,
with every curse that is due to me, that I might be redeemed from the curse,
and enter into the blessing.

Lord I confess any sins, committed by me or by my ancestors, and
I ask your forgiveness. I also forgive every other person, who ever
harmed me or wronged me, I forgive them as I have God forgive me,
I also forgive myself. I renounce all contact with the occult in any form, and I
commit myself to get rid of any contact objects.

And now Lord having received by faith your forgiveness,
with the authority I have as a child of God,
I now release myself and those under my authority, from any curse
over our lives – right now, in the name of Jesus!

I declare release - I claim it – and I receive it by faith.
In the name of Jesus! Thank you Jesus!
The Warning of Deuteronomy 18:9-11

Separating from all Occult Practices (the Demonic Kingdom violates the Ten Commandments) (see also Deuteronomy 13:1-5; Acts 19:18-20; Romans 1:32; 2nd Corinthians 6:14-18)

(v. 9) “When you are come into the land which the Lord thy God gives you, you shall not learn to do after the abominations (unclean wickedness – strongest condemnatory language) of those nations.”

1) HUMAN SACRIFICE – (v. 10) – “there shall not be found among you anyone that makes his son or his daughter pass through the fire”
   - Practices of abortion / infanticide / child sacrifice (ritual murder)

2) DIVINATION – (v. 10) – “or that uses divination” (“to divine… for a reward”)
   - Practice of contacting demonic forces for “answers” or rewards (sub-culture identification)

3) ASTROLOGY - (v. 10) – “or an observer of times”
   - Practice of seeking a horoscope for guidance under one’s “sign”

4) ENCHANTER – (v. 10) – “or an enchanter” (“whisper, augur – foretell events through signs)
   - Practice of going to fortune-tellers or other means of contacting demons to know the future

5) WITCHCRAFT – (v. 10 – “or a witch” (a “magician, incantations, sorceries”)
   - Practice of witchcraft – controlling people or events through curses and spells

6) CHARMER – (v. 11) – or a charmer” (“fellowship… association with a charm”)
   - Practice of protection or good luck through idolatrous superstitions, objects or tattoos

7) FAMILIAR SPIRITS – (v. 11) – “or a consulter with familiar spirits”
   - Practice of gaining approval from demonic spirits (often sexual and within family lines)

8) WIZARDRY – (v. 11) – “or a wizard” (“pretended communication with God, but spirit of python”)
   - Practice of magic arts to enable one to have supernatural power (fantasy superpowers)

9) NECROMANCY - (V. 11) – “or a necromancer.” (“to see… the dead”)
   - Practice of contacting or mourning the dead through mediums, hairstyles or tattoos

Today’s Dangerous trend of occult and demonic bondage within the Church (Romans 16:19-20)

1. Saturation with evil, ugly, repulsive, and the demonic so that we cannot discern the danger
2. Treat the demonic and the occult as innocent fantasy (innocent games with no evil intent)
   3. We have become fascinated with death in a variety of ways
3. We are now so familiar with occult terms and terminology, it has become commonplace

Ways in which people come into contact with demons consciously or ignorantly

Magic C The Gathering (number 1 occult card game)
Advanced Dungeons and Dragons (number 1 occult board game)
Supernatural, Charmed, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, The X Files, Walking Dead (TV shows)
Superhero cartoons with enhanced, satanic supernatural power (TV for young children)